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08/2016 - Present

159 Olivier Morel, Carignan, QC // +1 514 914 1910 // vm@victor-mancini.com //
www.victor-manicni.com // 07/14/1993
Signature Design Communication
Industrial Designer // Montréal, QC
+ Researched and analysed competitor products
+ Proposed strategic solutions to stand-out in the market place
+ Made journey maps on how a person will interact with the product, what are their
needs and how can we design to solve them
+ Used a multitude of mediums to explore concepts from sketching to paper models

06/2015 - 08/2015

Signature Design Communication
Industrial Designer // Seasonal // Montréal, QC
+ Worked on various projects from gym equipment to smart consumer electronics
+ Created physical prototypes to communicate ideas with the team
+ Collaborated on way finding projects for airports and aquarium

09/2014 - 04/2015

Swave Studios
Junior Industrial Designer // Internship // Toronto, ON
+ Projects varied from wearables to high performance race bicycles
+ Modeled products in SolidWorks
+ Produced basic animations for client pitches

07/2014 - 12/2014

3D Phacktory
Junior Designer // Internship // Toronto, ON
+ Met with clients to discuss their expectations for the project
+ Resolved problems through design thinking
+ Used SolidWorks to develop clients projects

Education
2013 - 2016

OCAD University
Bachelors of Industrial Design // Toronto, ON
OCAD University taught me to explore my ideas early on in the design process and
encouraged me to pursue personal projects. OCAD University also taught me to be
a self-learner, which has helped me overcome challenges and grow as a person.

2014

HackerYou
Web Design Course // Toronto, ON
HackerYou taught me the essentials to Front End Web Design. Here is where
I learn to code in HTML and CSS along with understand the principles of web
development. I took this night course during my time in university and applied my
newly acquired user interaction knowledge in my projects immediately.

2010 - 2013

Dawson College
Diplome D’étude Collégiale in Industrial Design // Montréal, QC
Dawson College taught me the fundamentals to Industrial Design, from sketching to
manufacturing techniques. Dawson also taught me to be organized, to work under
pressure and to always have presentations ready on time.

Awards
2016
2015
2013
Skills

Kentwood IDS Design Challenge
Second Place
Lexus Canada
Top Three Finalist
Dawson College
Honour Roll Graduate
Programs
+ SolidWorks
+ Keyshot
+ Adobe Creative Suite
+ Microsoft Office

Visualization
+ Sketching
+ Rendering
+ Prototyping
+ Computer Modeling

Diverse
+ Design Thinking
+ User Experience
+ HTML / CSS
+ Time Management

Languages
+ English
+ French
+ Italian

